
 
 

 
 

Creative Wordshops   Sept/Oct 2012 
Writing Newsletter 

 

Re-story and re-imagine your Life and Work 

Those who are inspired by a model other than Nature, a mistress above all masters, are 

laboring in vain. - Leonardo Da Vinci 

Dear writers, story-tellers, readers and writers who are discovering they are writers…. 
 

At a recent festival  I watched a film Second Nature: The Biomimicry Evolution.  shot partly at 
Leshiba Wilderness in the Soutspansberg where I have facilitated workshops. Guy Lieberman, 
(http://www.biomimicryinstitute.org) co-directed it. The filmmaker’s image of the prodigal 

son spoke of our turning back to nature as teacher. The seventeenth century mystic and 
physician, Angelus Silesius, defines sin as failure to notice a flower grow. So we need to look 

again with new eyes to observe afresh. As William Blake says, “The fool does not see the 
same tree as the wise man.” 

Biomimicry looks towards nature for inspiration as we create our human technologies. The 
lotus leaf, symbol of purity, rises out of mud. The bumpy surface of the leaf allows water to 

bead and roll off, picking up surface dirt. Researchers have developed ways to treat the 
surface of plastics and metal to evoke the same effect. This could make windshield wipers 

etc etc obsolete.  

The high-rise Eastgate Centre building in Harare, Zimbabwe is another example. Its design  
mimics the way that African termites construct their mounds to maintain a constant 
temperature. The insects do this by constantly opening and closing vents throughout the 

mound to manage convection currents of air - cooler air drawn in from lower sections while 
hot air escapes through chimneys. The building uses less than 10% of the energy used in 

similar sized conventional buildings. 

Leonard Shlain, surgeon and author of Art and Physics, Parallel Visions in Space, Time and 
Light has written about how physicists  often imitate artist’s discoveries. In the same way the 



school of nature poets (Wordsworth et al) called on us to open our eyes. Writing arises out of 

observation. I often say if you wish to improve your writing, improve your looking. Rilke writes: 

The hour is striking so close above me, so clear and sharp, 
that all my senses ring with it. 
I feel it now: there’s a power in me to grasp and give shape to my world. 

I know that nothing has ever been real without my beholding it. 
All becoming has needed me. 

My looking ripens things 
and they come toward me, to meet and be met.  

And there is Hopkins whom our English Prof Guy Butler advised to keep at our bedside tables 
next to the Bible. (Read these lines from Pied Beauty aloud to yourself.)  

  
     Glory be to God for dappled things 

For skies of couple-colour as a brinded cow; 
For rose-moles all in stipple upon trout that swim 
Fresh-firecoal chestnut-falls; finches’ wings  

Landscape plotted and pieced-fold, fallow, and plough. 

It’s this attention to detail that the writing is asking of us. if we don’t watch carefully, we 
might mimic the way a bird flies and like Icarus, beat our feathered wings, soar too close to 

the sun and in hubris fall into the sea.  So let’s follow  e e cumming’s “now the ears of my 
ears awake and now the eyes of my eyes are opened.” 

May nature be our writing teacher. 

 

Publications 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Once Upon A Journey: A Life Story Course leading to a shared Publication (LSP) 
 
 

 
 

Fifteen writers in KZN, the Cape and Gauteng 

have written mini memoirs as part of the 2012 
Life Story Course . The Door is Always Open, 
Remembering our Stories  will be published 

and launched in Sept. Dominic Haarhoff has 
once again designed the cover.  

 
 

 
 

 [ 

The next LSP course will run  March-Sept 2013. 

Flyers available. 
 
 

It is a landscape filled with allegories, where the imagination is law, and storytellers can 

spend entire days resuscitating mysteries….The door is always open; we wait inside and also 

outside it, fitting all possible tales into chronicles of our making. 

(Roy-Bhattacharya) 

 



Dorian’s Storyshops/ Writeshops/Conversations 

If you want any of these workshops in your area speak speak. 

Western Cape 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Stellenbosch 

The Magic Carpeters Writing group  

Last Wed eve of every month (July-Nov) 6.30-9.30 a writing group meets. Writing exercises, 
Good conversation, energy, soup and wine…. We meet in a grand old Stellenbosch house. 
 

 

2.Cape Town 
Sept dates to be finalised  
 

Growing the Person, Growing the Writing: Business Writing Skills Programme for the Cape 

Provincial Treasury (with Graham Williams) 
 

 
 

 

 

3. Claremont 
Writing your Spiritual Journey       R720 
Sun 21 Oct 10.00 – 16.30  
 

In the middle of my life I found myself in a dark wood . 

The way was wholly lost and gone…My will and desire were revolved, as a wheel that is 

equally turned, by the Love which moves the sun and stars.  
(Dante- beginning and end of Divine Comedy ) 

 
The word ‘spirit’ touches every aspect of our lives. In this wordshop we invoke the image of 
the journey.  We write about our changing beliefs and find the stories around those 

moments of insight. When like the snake we shed a dead skin and opened to a larger world.  
Perhaps we are all pilgrims. Writing offers us a lamp that sheds light along this path. The 
wordshop offers you a safe place to explore whatever you need to explore, irrespective of 

your beliefs. We also focuses on how to be present in your writing and engage the reader as 
a creative partner. And source your bliss. 
 

You will explore how to  
• align yourself with the one inside who knows how to write 

• start and sustain that conversation 
• be thrilled by words  
• breathe life into the words and let words breathe life into you 

 

 

Bring writing materials, old magazines, scissors, a glue stick and a light lunch to share. I’ll 

provide tea and coffee. 
Venue:   Bindi sanctuary 7 Hillwood Rd Claremont   

 

 



KZN 
 

 
 
    

 

 
 

4. Buddhist Retreat Centre   Ixopo 
4a. Zen Pen   A Writing, Being & Meditation Retreat    
31 Aug – 2 Sept                    bookings  brcixopo@futurenet.co.za   039 834 1863 
 
 

 

Looking at your image in a clear stream,  you answer the question by your very presence 
 

In this workshop we explore the connection between writing and meditation.  We write and 
meditate on the many changes and transformations we experience as we journey along 
the river of our lives.  We consider how creativity steadies the boat and how writing helps us 

dip the oars into dark water so we may navigate the river safely. 
 

4b. Crafting Words in the Silence of Shared Space 
Sun 2 - Wed  5 Sept  

 

 

 [ 
  

This Life so short, this craft so long to learn (Chaucer) 
  

This retreat is for those who wish to begin or develop a piece of writing.  We listen, observe, 
attend and allow the text to take us  where  it wants to go. We get out of the way so we 

can be spoken and written through. We move between workshop input and silent writing 
time. Like the potter, we spin, shape and fire our words  so they can find their simple beauty.  
 

5. Durban  
21-22 Sept – (Round 2) 

ELITS (Education, Library, Information Technology) division of KZN Dept of Education  

Creative writing wordshops for Teachers and Advisors  
 
 

6.Durban 
Sat  21  15.00 – 18.00  

The Art of Story:  Living a Larger Life       R250 
 

Who are you really wanderer? 

And the answer you have to give 
No matter how dark and cold 
The world is around you is: 

Maybe I’m King  (William Stafford) 
 

Carl Jung said we walk in shoes too small. This interactive  afternoon explores how we can 
enlarge our lives through writing/story telling and the relationships this evokes. We consider 
the power of ritual and how the fictions we live by (our life stories) can lead to greater 

abundance and nobility of spirit. 
Venue:  TBA 

 
 

 

Gauteng 

 
  

 

 

 
 

7.Johannesburg 

Families and Ancestors Telling and Writing Your Stories  
Sat 27 or/and Sun 28 Oct   10.00- 16.00    R750 
 

"Who are YOU?" said the Caterpillar... 

. Alice replied, rather  shyly, "I--I hardly know, sir, just at present-- at least I know who I WAS 

when I got up this morning, but I think I must have been changed several times since then." 

(Alice's Adventures in Wonderland) 



 

Everybody has a story and can find the way to write it. In the safe place of this wordshop 
you will find the writer inside you.  Come and share a day down memory lane. Our stories 
are gifts we give each other and gifts we one day  leave behind us. For one day we too will 

be ancestors. Beginners are welcome. 
 

We tell and write our stories and place them next to those of our family, immediate, 
extended and chosen. The idea of family can include not only blood but our spiritual 

tradition, culture and the line of those who have influenced us. The workshop also touches 
on healing the family tree.  It looks at questions such as how do we change the  script and 

create new patterns and how we can involve our reader as a creative partner. This 
wordshop will build your confidence. 
 

You will explore how to: 
• align yourself with the one inside who knows how to write 

• find your voice  
• breathe life into the words and let words breathe life into you 

 

Bring writing materials, family memorabilia e.g. photos and old magazines & scissors 
 
  
   

Venue: 368 Pine Ave Ferndale  Randburg Chantal@regentlight.co.za   082 901 2404 

(If 2 separate sessions one venue still TBA) 
 

 

Down the line 
 

Clanwilliam Story Jamboree   9-11 Nov 2012 
 

Hear ye…. A festival of stories and writing in the country coming.  Details on request 
 

 

Fri  9  (18.30 – 21.00) 
Rekindling the Fire: An Evening to revive our Creativity, Imagination and Love of Stories  
 

 
 
 

During this interactive evening we enter the world of story to recover our creativity, zest, 

energy and passion. Curious folk, lovers of life, healers, artists, seekers. coaches, teachers, 
magicians, tricksters, ecologists  gardeners, come one come all and raise your story  IQ. 
 

R110 includes bread and soup, bring own wine, or order from Saint du Barrys 
 

Sat 10 (09.45 – 15.30) Sun 11 (09.45 – 13.00) 

Writing Yourself Alive: A Life Story Wordshop 
 

Everyone has story to tell and can learn to write it. Writing is about a conversation with 

yourself and with others. An exchange of energies. It is a skill drawn from attention and 
openness – an organic process  rather than a talent. In this workshop we explore our innate 

creativity and imagination and find the words to tell our  stories… to make them more alive.  
 

R880  includes the Sevilla Rock Art trail entry permit 

bring own lunch order from Saint du Barrys 
 

 
 

 

Sat  10   19.00 – 

Oom Scalk’s Bushveld Stories   
 

It is not the story that counts. It's the way you tell it (Oom Schalk Lourens) 
 

You are invited to join us for an evening of fun, laughter and great food & wine, with 

Herman Charles Bosman stories. Listen to ‘Oom Schalk’ narrate stories of love, leopards, 
peach brandy, concertinas and psalm singing. 

 
 

 
 



R160  includes  bredie and rice. Bring own wine, or order from Saint du Barrys 
 

 

Accommodation - pay for two nights, stay for three, if you have luxury of leaving on the 

Monday morning. Breakfast on Monday also included.  
  

Walter Willies Saint du Barrys P.O. Box 346 Clanwilliam 8135 
tel 27(0)274821537 fax +27(0)274822824   www.saintdubarrys.com 

 
Ongoing Activities (some repeat info here) 

 

  

 

[Mentoring – one-on-one  

 

“You make me sound like myself” (various clients) Walk with me in words. You put on one  

shoe, I wear the other. Memoirs, mindful adventures, work in the world… genres tumbling out  
of folk on the one-on-one path. Such a richness of story here. 
5- 

 
 

 
 

Email four month Courses:  Writer’s/ Poet’s Voice Course – one-on–one tuition  
 

Some folks respond to structure, assignments… if so, ask and it shall be negotiated. Here is 

one possibility: Do you love reading and writing? This one-on-one apprenticeship aims to 
take you further up the writing mountain and offer you a deeper engagement with your 

craft.  
 

This course is structured in the nature of an ongoing conversation with a few chosen writers 
or poets, (ancestral or alive) with me and with yourself. I encourage you to keep a journal to 

record your observations and reflections.  
 
 

Speaking Engagements 
 

Be still when you have nothing to say but when genuine passion moves you, say what you've 

got to say, and say it hot. ( D. H. Lawrence)  What are your needs?  
 

 
 

Development Work 
 

This year I am working for PACSA and Diakonia facilitating  life story wordshops for stress and 

trauma debriefing counsellors. We will produce a publication.  
 

 

Bosman and Nasrudin under starlight  
 

This year so far, Bosman’s  Oom Scalk has arrived with stories in his boots at the Gauteng Pig 
Study group  start-up function, in Kloof for 70 folk, in Newlands around the autumn fire , in 
Napier and in Hout Bay. Leopards, stargazing, peach brandy, starlight, love potions,  

boerekos..   This season I will be a story-ing … winter wine, and fire tales for the telling. This kind 
of evening is like singing around the piano at home.  Stories and creative activities get folk 

interacting and prompt conversations. Themes…  Chinese, South African,  Mediterranean, 
Arabian nights. Spending quality time. Any rhyme or reason – birthdays, TV fatigue, the art of 

conversation.  

 

Corporate Work (www.haloandnose.com) 
 

"To read our Halo and Noose interview with Kathy Hansen, Ph.D of A Storied Career, which 

sets out our story philosophy and approach, go to: http://astoriedcareer.com  
  
 

Last year we facilitated  3 M  and Southern Sun Life Style Resort manager storyshops. This 

year we are offering the Provincial Treasury a series called ‘Growing the Person, Growing the 
Writing.’ (a  Confidence building and Business skills writing combo)  Our corporate work is 

catching on and on and on. 
 



It was extremely engaging allowing us to explore various ways of telling a story  …the course 

supplied adequately those skills needed to start telling a story and how to go about it… 

(3M manager) 
 

 

 

 
 

 

The Halo and the Noose, the Power of story-

telling and story listening in Business Life R195 
 
 

Want to source a 100 plus stories? co-written 
with Graham Williams (Graysonian Press). We 
run corporate story workshops based on our 

book.  
 

Management Today, the monthly journal of 
executive learning, information and 

knowledge, has gone digital and international. 
We provide articles and business-relevant 

extracts from The Halo and the Noose and 
Story Matters @ Work.  
We can also offer the magazine free to Halo 

and Noose subscribers and members.  A single 
online edition costs US$ 5-60.  

This means that investment in a Halo and 
Noose membership is paid back in only 3 
months (and this is before taking account of 

the free eBooks and other resources that 
members receive anyway).  It's a wonderful 

added value. 
 

 

 
 

Also checkout 

New in-house programme available: Narrative Breakthroughs http://www. 
haloandnoose.com/content.asp?PageID=43 
  

Management Today insert: http://content.yudu.com/A1wout/MTHN  
 

A new metaphor for people/planet/profit: 
http://www.thegreentimes.co.za/stories/business/item/1305-ripening-the-olive   

 
 

 

 
 

 

Friends at Work and Play 
 

 
 

 

 

 
Elma Pollard: Write for Earth email based writing course 
 

Learn the art of eco-journalism with energy and passion. Be published in the Green Times. 
Offer your voice to help craft a better future. http://thegreentimes.co.za/index.php?id=63 
 
 

Anne Haarhoff  OWL (Order, Words, Language) 
 

Need a top class sharp eyed editor and proof reader? Oh so most highly recommended 

044 873 0547  ah1948@gmail.com   078 2733963 
 

Aneta Shaw:  Clinical Psychologist and TRE group Practitioner. 



 

SHAKE off your STRESS! TRE is a bodily technique that relieves chronic and acute stress, 

reduces muscular tension and assists in recovering from the effect of trauma on the body. 
Small group: Aneta 0826868118 or 021 8555415 More info: traumaprevention.com  

 

Jo Viljoen  
 

I've opened a Narrative Therapy Substance Abuse Recovery Clinic called Clearview Clinic. 
Near Pretoria   012 819 1422  
 

 

 

Juliette Gyure : Coaching  “ If nothing ever changed, there would be no butterflies” 

Far Sight Change and Transition Coaching provides a framework, creative processes and 
support mechanisms for people negotiating significant changes and transitions. I have a 
passion for co-creating  innovative pathways to change, transition and transformation with 

my clients. For a free consultation contact me, Juliette Gyure, 0726353818. (Durban- based) 
 

Julia Griss 
 

I am now working at Centre 89 in Somerset West. I offer consciousness coaching, deep tissue 
massage and reflexology. It’s a fabulous centre with a team of skilled therapists offering 

mainstream alternative therapies.     082 904 8224      julia@inneredge.co.za 
 
 

[ 

Marguerite  (Osler) van der Merwe  
 

The Art of Walking  - Path to Health & the Richness of Well-Being –coffee-table handbook for 
the Journey of The Walker . Conscious Living – Conscious Walking. The ordinary becomes the 
extraordinary. For Book and Workshops/Presentations  - contact author Marguerite  (Osler) 

028 271 4555, margsmerwe@telkomsa.net 

 

Dominic Haarhoff 
 

  
 
 

May your looking  ripen your writing 

 
Dorian 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Gecko Green Graphic Design (G3D), is a 
privately owned online graphic design 

studio specializing in photographic 
restoration, website design/development 

anddtp. 

 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


